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Ed’Ed’s Columns Column
confessions of a Morris tart

It seems fitting to be writing my editorial on May Day Eve!
So far this weekend I’ve danced at a wedding and a
children’s party (the Hokey Kokey is definitely a folk
dance), and just the main event to go - so tomorrow

morning I shall be up long before the day-o to dance the
sun up, legitimately drink before breakfast, carouse in the

pub, and try not to get ketchup on my pinny before our
second gig of the day at a fair in the afternoon! 

With so many weddings, anniversaries and celebrations
taking place this season, it’s going to be a glorious one -

my special congratulations to Peter and Ali of Wicket
Brood, also to their team-mates Guy and Julia who

married on the same day, and to all the other dancing
couples who are tying the knot this year! 

It’s been a busy and productive time at OM, with our flash
new website, and our attendance as an organisation at

the Histories of Morris Conference at Cecil Sharp House in March. I’ve also been up
and down the country to attend the excellent Dancing England reboot, which was

wonderful, and seem to have spend an inordinate amount of time on the M6 travelling
to clog workshops, and to DERT in Kendal. 

My thanks as always to my fellow OM Officials, who are a delight to work with, to all the
fascinating and jovial contributors to this magazine, and our excellent and much put

upon proof reader Hilary Maidstone.  
Happy dancing one and all, I wish you all a very happy summer season!

Jen
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Message from the ChairMessage from the Chair

I'm looking forward to reading this new edition of Dancing On! as I'm sure all of

you are. It's always good to catch up with what our members have been up to.

Particular congratulations go to Tower Ravens for their success at DERT 2017! 

In this edition you can learn a little about some of our Officials. You may have

seen us in brand new OM t-shirts etc and if there is enough interest, we are

considering offering garment purchase to members. Please respond to Jen's

message in this magazine (page 10). 

Our Annual Officials' meeting will be on June 25th. If you have anything you

would like raised, please email Norman at secretary@open-morris.org in good

time. 

Also put the date of the AGM into your diaries: Sunday November 26th in

Cambridge. A workshop is planned for the morning with an early lunch,

followed by the AGM. 

Our membership has already increased slightly this year and congratulations to

all members for their very prompt renewals. Since November, Malcolm has

worked extremely hard to create the new website which is well worth a visit if

you've not done so already. All members' details are now on a central OM

database with emails being issued via the website, so please remember to

update Liz with any changes. 

To improve communication with all members, we are working on the idea of

offering personal email contact for any individual members of sides who want it.

This follows on from a suggestion at the 2016 AGM, but there is some fine

tuning to be done before any scheme can be rolled out. To gauge how feasible

or popular this idea could be, please send your name to Norm on

secretary@open-morris.org if you would be interested. 

As we head at full steam into our summer dance season, those weeks of

struggling out in the dark and wet to get to practice suddenly seem worthwhile.

Excuse me while I go and find my bells!
Nicki Pickering

Open Morris Chair

STSTOPOP PRESS - The JMO NDoD 2018, hosted by Open MorrisPRESS - The JMO NDoD 2018, hosted by Open Morris

Members Crosskey Clog, will take place on Saturday 19th MayMembers Crosskey Clog, will take place on Saturday 19th May

2018 in Peterborough - put the date in your diaries!2018 in Peterborough - put the date in your diaries!
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Nicki Pickering
Chair and Wales & North

West Area Rep
My main sides are Cadi Ha

(Bangor, Gwynedd) and Earl
of Stamford (near Warrington,
Cheshire). I also dance with

Madcap - mainly the Cotswold
arm of Madcap at Broadstairs
Folk Week - and Bunnies from

Hell.
Having been persuaded to

give morris a go as a
University Fresher, I failed at

my first attempt with Red
Stags in Southampton.

Although I remember Bean
Setting, Headington as the first

dance I was "taught", I also
have fearful memories of

being swung virtually off my
feet by a very strong, stocky,
experienced bloke. I guess

that might have been an
Adderbury hands around.

Quite put me off until I decided
to dip another toe in the water
a year later, having seen how

much fun my friends were
having. After four years in Red
Stags and its female offshoot
Hamwih, I had a few months

with a new side in the Sleaford
area, dancing only

Adderbury. There followed a
"dry" 6 months in Bangor with
only a Ring side for company
but alleviated by forays out

with Red Stags. Then
haphazard attendance at

Acorn in York for 18 months,
when work would allow. Back

in Bangor, I helped set up
Eryri, who are still dancing 35
years later though their mixed
Border style is a far cry from

the original women's Cotswold
side. When I left Eryri around
9 years ago, hankering after

my Cotswold dancing, I joined
Earl of Stamford, Bunnies and
Madcap and started a small
jigs side locally. 2 years later
we had enough for a full side,
found our name - Cadi Ha -
and have enjoyed combining
students and townsfolk ever
since. As Foreman and often
Squire, I rarely seem to be a

mere member with no
responsibility but I do find that
situation makes you learn the

dances better!

Norm Warren 
Secretary

I play for Baldock Midnight
Morris (Fed), 

Ditchling Morris (Fed),
Holt Ridge Morris (OM),

and Madcap Morris (OM).
In the early 80s, I started

Cotswold with Essex
University Morris (an OM

founder-side), then played for
Annie’s Fantasies into the 90s,
before returning to Cotswold

with Westrefelda.
I’ve been with Madcap since
2000. It’s a moveable feast,

mainly Border in December in
Malvern and Cotswold in

August at Broadstairs Festival.
After I retired and moved

south of the Thames, I mainly
play for Ditchling, but I still go

out on an occasional basis
with my old friends, Holt Ridge

and Baldock MM.

Liz Scholey
Membership Secretary

I dance with Madcap Morris
(Cotswold and some Border)

an Open Side, Rampant
Roosters (Cotswold and

Border)a Federation side and
also used to dance with

Brooms Bricks and Bowlers
(Border) a Federation side. I

have been teaching dance for
25 years and was introduced
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Meet the Open Morris TMeet the Open Morris Team!eam!
At our AGM last year, having retired as Membership Secretary a few years ago and after

many years as NE Area Rep, Wendy Bostock was happy to hand over the NE area to
Malcolm and enjoy a well earned break from OM admin. Many thanks for all your years of

hard graft, Wendy! As well as this, some new faces joined the team, so I thought it was
high time a Rogue’s Gallery appeared - if you see an OM Official out and about, say hello!



to Morris about 19 years ago
by my husband John. Dance is

my passion and I teach line
dance, Zumba, DDMIX, call for

ceilidhs/barn
dances/hoedowns, and go into
schools teaching  Morris and
Maypole. I hold the Certificate

in Dance Education of the
Imperial Society of Teachers of

Dance and a Certificate of
Higher Education in Exercise
Science amongst other dance

and fitness qualifications.

Lindsay McComb
Treasurer & South Central

Area Rep
I have been Morris dancing for

about 10 years, first with a
Northwest ladies team, the

Oyster Girls and now in
Bloodstone Border Morris from

the Isle of Wight. I and 2
others started this team back

in 2010 and it is the first Island
based Border side. 

Malcolm Hills
Web Officer & North East

Area Rep
Currently musician with

Wharfedale Wayzgoose (Open
Morris) and performer with
Bradshaw Mummers (The

Morris Federation)
Started dancing in the early
1970s with St Albans Morris
Men (The Morris Ring), then

took a 25 year sabbatical
travelling the world courtesy of

HM Forces.  Resumed
dancing in the 21st century

firstly with Carlisle Morris, and
then my current side

Wharfedale Wayzgoose.
Learnt to play melodeon at the

age of 55 and am now lead
musician.

Sheila Hill
Archivist

Drummer with Wicket Brood
hanging around wherever

Wicket Brood decide to dance.
Watched the merry

shenanigans of various sides
at a Whitethorn Day of Dance
in my home town of Tring 15
years ago. Met my now best
friend, Gwen, and accepted

the ‘I will if you will’ challenge.
We liked the look of Wicket
Brood and joined them the

following September. Injured
knee early in first practice

season. Compounded that by
falling and injuring other knee.

Had the drum thrust at me
during the rest of the practice
season and haven’t been able
to let go of it since. Not that I’d

want to now!

Robin James
East Anglia Area Rep 
I dance with Fenstanton

Morris, a mixed Cotswold side,
performing at dawn on May
Day at the Clock tower in
Fenstanton to Boxing Day
again in Fenstanton with a

variety of events from festivals,
Morris weekends and pub

nights with other local teams in
between. 

We have performed in
Huntingdon's twin-towns in

Salon-de-Provence in France
and Wertheim in Germany

also to the US to dance at the
Minnesota Renaissance

Festival. 
Twice a year Old Hunts Molly

perform Molly as taught by
Cyril Papworth.  Plough

Monday is now performed in
Eaton Socon and Whittlesey
Straw Bear has been on our

calendar since 1980.
I started dancing Cotswold
Morris when Fenstanton

Morris started in 1978, our first
outing was on Boxing Day with

rosettes pinned onto white
shirts, black breeches and
white socks.  Apart from a
short break for a new hip I

have danced since the
beginning and was elected

squire for a year.  
Fenstanton Morris with other
East Anglian sides formed

Open Morris to support mixed
gender teams.

5
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Will Nesbitt
East Midlands Area Rep

Nottingham local. Black Pig
Border for some years, where
I started this silliness of mine.

Cotswold courtesy of
Harlequin as squire, as well
as flitting in and out of Lady
Bay Revellers. Dragged to

Bunnies From Hell as a child,
joined under my own free will

years later as a musician.

John Scholey
South East Area Rep

My morris history started in
1986 after returning to UK
after 6 years working on

hydropower projects in Asia,
and introducing ceilidh dances
to the on-site clubhouses up
in the Sri Lankan mountains

and Javanese hills.
New home in October 1986
was Kidderminster, where
Wyre Forest practised in a
pub just down the road, so

that was my introduction to
morris.  Three years later

work (aka tunnelling) took me
to Snowdonia, where I danced

with Eryri, and very
occasionally with All Fools up

at Capel Curig.
Then work took me to Harwell
(and Icknield Way), and then
‘back home’ to Surrey (the

county of my birth), so I joined
Rampant Rooster (by walking

up to them on Sidmouth
Esplanade on morris Sunday
and saying “Ere, can I have a
dance with you?” – four hours

later I was dancing in the
Market Square in kit!

For the last 20 years I’ve
been in Tunbridge Wells, still

Roostering 40 miles away
from them (though I can’t

make half the stands due to
town crying and gigs).  Liz

and I also nurtured and
danced for a while with new

local border side Brooms
Bricks and Bowlers, but that’s

another story. 
Favourite dances (i.e. dances

I would elbow my way into,
never mind the injuries

inflicted):
Oddington Old Frog 

Day Trip to Dublin (All Fools.
Snowdonia)

Great Western's Red Arrows
(a spectacular Bampton
derivative with significant

Dommett input)
Worcestershire Monkey

(Wicket Brood) to a wicked
polka tune by Jan Hurst

Anything I can play Barry
Goodman’s ragtime-y ‘Four

Up’ for
Madcap’s ‘Molly No.3

(Crooked House)

Craig Simmonds
West Midlands Area Rep

I currently dance with
Harlequin Morris, Bedcote

Morris and the Bunnies from
Hell, I have also danced with

Cadi Ha Morris, Earl of
Stamford and I have played

for Castle Clog.
I have been dancing for

roughly 11ish years and was
introduced to the world of

Morris by my better half Lucy.
We are both still dancing with

Bedcote to this day!

Jenny Cox
Magazine Editor & Central

Area Rep
I dance with Borderline,
Enigma, Lepton, Mabel
Gubbins, Sharp & Blunt,

Shinfield Shambles,Theale
Tattoo and Whitethorn. I

dragged my mother to my first
side (Shambles) at the age of
12 and never looked back - in
between dancing and playing

whistles, down the years I
have been involved in lots of

festivals, and currently
organise the dancing for
Wallingford BunkFest.

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!

We are also still looking for a South West Area Representative, so if you are interested, get
in touch!

photo by
Donna
Jones
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Dance and Parkinson'sDance and Parkinson's
I dance with Fenstanton Morris; I also have Parkinson's disease.
I have always been musical - a talent inherited from my mother - and have played
professionally and semi-professionally for over 40 years. My tastes are quite varied and
I have played in many different bands ranging from folk to rock, blues to worship bands
and am fortunate to have been able to play a variety of different instruments.
In 2009, I was diagnosed with Parkinson's and it came as a big blow. Eventually, I
began losing the dexterity in my fingers and sadly I had to step down from playing the
fiddle and mandolin in an Irish folk band.
Soon after this I read an article by a consultant neurologist, who played in an Irish folk
band. One day when playing in a pub, he noticed a man come in who clearly had
Parkinson's, and was shaking and very unsteady. After a while the man started to
dance to the music and to his amazement the man was completely co-ordinated and
perfectly balanced.
He was so intrigued by this that the doctor decided to do some research into it.  He
discovered that dance could help the brain to compensate somehow - much as some
people with a bad stammer can sing perfectly. It is very much to do with the beat and
rhythmic movement of the body.
I was fascinated by this and asked the guys in the Irish band if I could come back as a
dancer! They didn't take me up on the offer! However, I talked to my consultant and he
confirmed that dance and Tai Chi (which I also do) are very good for people with
Parkinson's, helping with balance and co-ordination.
For me, taking up Morris dancing seemed to be an obvious choice with my interest in
folk and having played in ceilidh and barn dance bands. So, I took the plunge and
joined Fenstanton Morris. I would at this point thank my colleagues for their
encouragement and patience.
A few months ago, I discovered a Dance for Parkinson's competition organised with
Parkinson's UK, asking for videos of individuals with Parkinson's or dance teams
including people with Parkinson's, to be entered into the competition. The purpose was
to raise awareness of the condition and also, to demonstrate that it is possible to lead
an active life even with Parkinson's and to show how dance could help.
With the side's permission, we took a video of us (I'm on the right of the photo below,
taken in St Ives) at our recent Ale dancing South Australia, which we entered.
We weren't short listed (no surprise there!) but it made a small contribution to the
campaign.

It would be good to be able to say that
I am now perfectly co-ordinated and
well balanced but that would raise a
few quizzical eyebrows in the side!
However, I can say that I have
thoroughly enjoyed it and it has
increased my confidence a lot. I do,
though, still have to get to grips with
Raglan!

Jeff Crow
More info: 
www.parkinsons.org.uk
www.whenIdance.uk
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White Horse MorrisWhite Horse Morris

White Horse Morris is a mixed side based in South Wiltshire.

We practice in Wylye every Wednesday at 7.30 from

September until April. The practice hall is right next to our

home pub which makes us a definite beer side.

White Horse Morris has a history

dating back to 1951, when as White

Horse Morris Men, the side formed

and joined The Morris Ring. Originally

a Cotswold side with a kit representing

the colours of Salisbury Plain - white

for the chalk hills, green for the

grasslands and blue for the sky, as

seen in our badge and baldric.  We

are named after the White Horse of

Westbury, cut into the chalk hills

above where we started.

Initially the side danced mainly in Wiltshire but also went to Ring Meetings

around the country. The iconic photo

above shows the side at Stonehenge in

1953 where we still dance for the

summer Solstice.

From the 1950s until 2011 the side

remained a male Cotswold side and

developed a reputation for its flying

wedge and excellent dancing. Trips

across the country and into Europe were

amongst their successes, as was the

hosting of the Morris Ring of England's

50th annual meeting.

In 2011, with numbers dwindling and an

appetite for change, the side became

mixed and introduced some Border

dances as well as additional kit. Some

still choose to wear the original White

Horse kit whilst others wear black with a

stonehenge 1953
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rag coat and top hat - some wear a combination. It may seem odd but it works

for us!

Since 2011 our numbers have swelled with 20 or more regularly at practice or

dancing out. We now include Border, traditional (with a White Horse slant)

Cotswold dances from Adderbury, Bampton, Lichfield, Fieldtown, Brackley as

well as some borrowed original material. We have plenty of dancers of all ages

and experience as well as a large band which may consist of melodeons (6),

fiddles (2), concertinas (3),

bodhran (2), serpent (1)

and voice but perhaps not

all at the same time!

We have a squire,

bagman and treasurer and

a lot of experience in the

side which has allowed us

to teach the dances to our

new members as well as

introducing new dances

for all.

By the time you read this we will have finished practising and will have started

our summer programme at the Bell, Wylye for St George's Day. Following on

from that we have a busy few months

dancing out on Wednesday evenings

and some weekends. We try and get

to some festivals every year and join

up with other sides when we can. 

We also have a Hob Nob which is a

copy of the medieval version in

Salisbury Museum. Ours was made by

members of the side in the 1970s. We

also have our own one-man Mummers

play.

Our programme, which is mainly based around Wiltshire and contact details are

on our website (www.whitehorsemorris.org.uk ) and our Facebook page.

Looking fab there ladies and gents - I look forward to seeing you somewhere

over the summer!

squire
mike perry
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One WOne World Galaorld Gala
Bangor University, 2017

Cadi Ha Morris were very pleased to
be asked to perform in the One World
Gala at Bangor University in March
this year.  This is a yearly event
organised by the International Student
Support team which takes place in
the very grand Pritchard Jones Hall in
the Main Arts building. The evening
celebrates traditional and modern
music and dance from around the
world and is performed by students
and community groups from the local
area. The crowd was welcoming as

we shared the dances and music from years of continued culture.
Cadi Ha Morris were proud to perform South Australia and the
Quaker with our horse "Guinness". Cadi Ha have been dancing
since 2010 and we are a very mixed team in respect of gender,
age, ability, students and local members and we all get together on
a Thursday evening in Rathbone Hall, Bangor University to learn
mainly Cotswold dances and have fun together.
It was a joy to be involved in this colourful evening full of
fascinating performances and an amazing audience. The energy
was supportive and inviting. A night that we and those who
attended will remember even in the darkest of winters.

Samantha Howard
and Jan Hurst

Cadi Ha Morris, Bangor, North Wales

TT-Shirts!-Shirts!
While we’re flashing photos of the Chair about, here,
as promised, are Nicki and Robin modelling our new

OM t-shirts at the recent Histories of Morris
Conference at Cecil Sharp House. We manned a stall

at the conference on both days and learned some
interesting things about Carnival Morris, medieval

Morris, and gleaned some fascinating insights into the
characters of the early revival, among other things!

We think they’re lovely, so if you would be interested
in OM garments, t-shirts, hoodies or fleeces with

printed or embroidered logos, please drop an email to
dancingon@open-morris.org



30 30 YYears ofears of

Black Pig BorderBlack Pig Border

MorrisMorris

"So what can we do to celebrate 30 years
of existence?" was the cry from an

assembled group of sweaty Morris dancing
'Pigs' during our '10 minute beer break',

mid practice night. Well all manner of ideas
were hurled towards the Bagman including
a bus trip to the seaside, an evening meal,
or, championed by more than a few, a day

of drinking ale paid for out of the Bag's
funds. But sanity prevailed and it was

decided with a majority 'press ganged' vote
to tour the region which has provided many

of our dance routines. The luxury coach
booked and dance sites duly reconnoitred

(feathered top hats off to Google Earth)
and most important, the correct public

houses selected in advance, we were all
prepared.

The weather held fine as we formed up
our first set in the town of Wenlock ready

to perform our version of the dance named
after this picturesque setting. We certainly
provided quite a noisy colourful spectacle

on an early sleepy Saturday morning
drawing local townsfolk from all points.
Surprisingly a first for the Side was the

unfortunate fact; such was the interest from
passing motorists a minor road traffic

accident occurred from drivers watching us
and not the road.

After refreshments (beer) the course was
set for our next location; Wenlock Edge
and the subsequent dance of that name.

To our collective horror on arrival the pub
had been closed down but stoically we

performed the dance to a bemused solitary
dog walker in a derelict car park. Please
refer to the photograph for evidence we
can remain cheerful despite the lack of

hand pumped beer.
But both sustenance and the village of

Brimfield beckoned. After sandwiches and
beer (no surprise there) we launched into

our fighting dance of the same name
providing a never before witnessed sight to

surprised lunch time diners at a local
hostelry.

It was back on the coach and on to a
favoured dance destination of ours, Upton

on Severn where to a 'well oiled' pub
audience (no name, no pack drill) we

performed our version of the Upton on
Severn Stick Dance to a rapturous

reception.
Rapidly losing both light and sobriety, we
dashed to the town of Pershore for a

climactic 'workshop' dance of our Pershore
routine with eager local volunteers.

Finishing off with more beer, (notice a re-
occurring theme here) and a splendid bag
of chips, another successful Piggy outing

undertaken.
The Black Pig Border Morris in their own
inimitable style celebrated 30 years of

entertaining the public tipping a hat to their
founder: Captain Pugwash.

So if you're brave enough or just plain
foolhardy, why not come along and join our
happy Side? We meet every Wednesday

evening 8.00pm at the Gate Inn, Giltbrook,
Nottingham, NG16 2RN or alternatively

contact the Bagman
blackpigborder@gmail.com

We'll make you feel welcome!
Bagman  

Assistance needed by the Black Pig Border
Can anyone either supply or inform

where we can purchase replacement skins
for our 14” ex-military drums? These would
originally have been manufactured with an

animal skin and not the synthetic man
made variety. All help gratefully received.

Please contact the Bagman
blackpigborder@gmail.com

11Dancing ON!Dancing ON!
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40 40 YYears ears YYoung - Whitethorn's Bigoung - Whitethorn's Big

Birthday Birthday 
For those of you who are not old enough to remember punk rock, Virginia Wade winning
Wimbledon and the Queen celebrating 25 years of reigning, then you were not around
when Whitethorn Morris were launched in September 1977. How long ago that now
seems. No world wide web, laptops, mobile phones, Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. The
Whitethorn 'bagman' didn't have to update the side's Twitter feed prior to a gig. No, he or
she had to find a map, make photocopies and post or hand them to the dancers and
musicians. Yes, no sat-navs either - many bookings started late as someone usually got
lost en-route! Mind you, with my current sat-nav that is still possible, but that's a story for
another day!

So in the autumn of 1977, Whitethorn Morris made their entry into the wonderful world of
Morris from the London suburb of Wealdstone in Middlesex. Dancing in north west style
and clad in Laura Ashley smoky floral dresses with black Gamba shoes (our wooden
clogs came along in the very early 80s) but don't let the floral frocks fool you - Whitethorn
were energetic, ballsy and very much precursors of the 'girl power' that the Spice Girls
thought they invented. Two years on in 1979, our kit was upgraded to a more dynamic
blue cotton dress with a red pinafore and a blue mill girl's cap. Over the years we have
been mistaken for nurses, nuns and cheese demonstrators - no, please don't ask! 

Back in the early 1980s, Whitethorn had enough dancers and musicians to fulfil two
different bookings with two teams on many occasions. We've danced at Sidmouth (once
busking and once officially), Whitby, Rochester, Chippenham, Swanage, Wimborne,
Sheringham and in London (we were often to be found in Covent Garden on Sunday
afternoon entertaining the tourists).  In recent years, we have danced in Brittany at a
Europeade event and in Prague at a folklore gathering.   

Two members remain from the original starting line-up, although only one of them is still
dancing, the other plays a lethal crowbar and triangle in the band. Quite a few members
have been around for many years, fitting in dancing alongside building careers, getting
married in some cases and having babies, most of whom donned the mini Whitethorn kits

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!

Whitethorn today
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that were passed down the line, until they
discovered it was completely uncool. However,
we do have the pictures in the team's
scrapbooks…

Our team come from far and wide to practice,
which is still held in Wealdstone in a scout hut.
Sue travels from Newport Pagnell and Jenny,
our Foreman, comes from Oxfordshire. Some
still live near Wealdstone, but we also reside in
Bucks and Herts. We have two members in
Bristol, who still join us for dancing out
whenever they can. We would love to have
more dancers join us and any new recruit is a
marvellous bonus.

So 40 years on, it is time to celebrate friendship, music, dancing and years of shared
memories, fun, cakes, tea, coffees, wine, cocktails and prosecco and this we are going to
do on 23rd September in Tring in Hertfordshire. We are going to have 40 cakes, bubbly,
beers, lovely food, music, dancing and a ceilidh with The Geckoes.  We are hoping that
many teams will come and join us and we know that many of our ex members will also be
coming along to party. To find out more please email jandent@viaint.com or
secretary@whitethornmorris.com or have a look at our website, Facebook or Twitter. I did
say, times have changed! But the virtual world is no substitute for getting your kit on and
coming along to say 'Happy Birthday' to Whitethorn who are #FabAtForty

Janice Dent
Secretary, Whitethorn Morris

AA Letter from a MemberLetter from a Member
Hi fellow dancers,

We have a problem. It is great that there are new teams, and great that some of them are
young – delighted to hear in the Autumn Dancing On of Roses are Red with their 11-16
year olds, and East Sussex Children’s Dance Festival. But too many of us aren’t 11-16 –
or even 16-30... or even 30-40...

What do we do to get and keep younger dancers? I believe Cotswold needs dancers
under 30 to be done as it should be... and the other traditions ideally need the energy,
bounce and verve of young people. Too many of us aren’t young though... and even when
we recruit, too many of them are also getting on. We are in danger of settling gently into
irrelevance and a future of decline.

How can we keep the under 16s so that in ten years they are still dancing and reviving
Morris? Who has success stories and what can other teams learn from it? Let’s have a
living tradition worthy of pride and bursting with energy.

Tony Forster (sadly 65 and a quarter....) Pig Dyke Molly

An interesting debate starting there!  Any responses are very welcome, please send your
thoughts to dancingon@open-morris.org

Dancing ON!Dancing ON!

Pooh and Janet dancing
in the early days
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Spotted! OM Members Out & Spotted! OM Members Out & AboutAbout

Tower Ravens have had a very successful year - from winning the
Championship Category at DERT, to the Beadnell-off at Thrales Weekend
in November - but far be it from me to carp on their success...

Annie’s Fantasies at Halesworth DoD

Wicket Brood at Folk Weekend: Oxford
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Old School
Rapper at
Halesworth DoD

Kenninghall at
Halesworth DoD
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Morris-NatyamMorris-Natyam

Morris-Natyam is a collaboration between English and Indian musicians and dancers,
directed by Bharatnatyam dancer and choreographer Priya Sundar. I'm a second
generation morris dancer, and I've danced with teams such as Wicket Brood, Boggart's
Breakfast and Morris Offspring. When I got the call asking for my involvement in this
project as the morris dancer and joint choreographer I was curious and clueless - I
hadn't even heard of Bharatnatyam dancing! After working together with English and
Indian artists for over a year now I'm amazed at how much I've learnt and proud of
what we've achieved together. At our latest performance in Carlisle Priya and I danced
for a full hour and a half show, accompanied by live musicians. Currently the band
features Mel Biggs on melodeon, Prathap Ramachandra on mrdingam (a type of
drum), Vijay Venkat on flutes and Ramya Tangirala on vocals.

Morris and Bharatnatyam dancing are, at first glance, a surprising combination.
Bharatnatyam is a Southern Indian classical dance style, featuring lyrical hand and eye
movements, stamped rhythms and a bold costume with fan-like trousers. Our starting
place of common ground was a theme: the seasons. English traditional dances have
many links with seasonal customs, both old and new, from dancing up the sun on May
Day morning, to regular outings at events such as summer festivals and Christmas
markets. Bharatnatyam is a narrative dance style, relating stories through gestures and
expressions. In the spring we used this element to welcome in the Indian nature
goddess Aranyani and link in the spring festival of colours, Holi.

We wanted to represent the diversity of English display dancing, so the show includes
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Cotswold, North-West, Border and Garland. Although the actual moves and steps of
these styles are quite different to Bharatnatyam we found common ground in the form
of our dances. For example in "summer" we both dance processionals: I dance North
West, and Priya's Bharatnatyam steps involve processing with a shrine. One of the
most exciting parts of the project was sharing moves with Priya. I taught Priya how to
rant and double step, some Border sticking and Cotswold hanky sequences. In return
she taught me new rhythms, how to use my eyes and move my head from side to side
- using muscles I didn't know I had! For the finale dance of the show we tied together
all of these different elements, dancing each other's moves as well as using various
props which have English and Indian equivalent such as handkerchiefs/scarves,
garland/Kavadi and bobbins/Dhandiya.

One of the more challenging parts of the project was finding a way to combine the
music in a way that we could both dance to. Bharatnatyam music is structured very
differently to our familiar 8 bar phrases and major or minor scales. Each piece has its
own scale, or raag, which is like a collection of rules for which notes to use, and is
usually structured in three parts, a slow, medium and fast speed - perhaps with a drum
solo too for especial rhythmic flair. For much of the show I danced Cotswold, which
presented a problem! Bharatnatyam dances tend to get faster as they get more
exciting, whereas the impressive bits of Cotswold morris are the "slows". It definitely
took some creative thinking about rhythms to get around this, but it all worked out in
the end thanks to the hard work of our excellent and ever-patient musicians!

Seeing Bharatnatyam and Morris dancing side by side made me think more about what
morris is. A question that I'll always remember that Priya asked on the very first day is
"what poses do you have in morris dancing?" I racked my brains but few options came
to mind because, for me, morris is movement - whether it be stepping, stick-clashing or
jumping. Bharatnatyam shares some of these elements, particularly the rhythmic
footwork emphasised by bells. Although there are also many differences between the
two styles, I think we've both learnt many things from each other that we'll take away
and apply to our own dancing. I've already been thinking about the importance of
where my eyes are focused and how my head is positioned. I can't speak for Priya, but
I'll leave you with one of my favourite parts of the show: where Priya has invented her
own hand gestures to represent each of the instruments in the band - including the
melodeon!

Lisa Heywood

Keep an eye on the Morris-Natyam facebook page for updates on future gigs: 
www.facebook.com/MorrisNatyam or get in touch to book us - priya.dance@gmail.com
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Undercover Morris Dancer
by Cormac McCarthy of Bedcote Morris

Practice in private
Such a different thing

Bells and sticks in public
A mocking that can sting.

With every public outing
A fear I will be caught

And spotted by a colleague
Credibility reduced to nought

I tell myself don't worry
Be Morris and be proud

But there's bound to be a neighbour
In the growing laughing crowd.

Morris, it can make you laugh
But sometimes make you cry

In the crowd you spot your boss
From the corner of your eye.

I'll come out one day I promise
I'll no longer live in shame.

A great weight lifted
Morris be my name.

Limericks
By Nicki Pickering

There was a young dancer from Stroud 
Who sang morris tunes out aloud

When asked to desist 
She used to insist

How better to attract a crowd?

When asked to join in Cuckoo's Nest
Poor Polly did not look her best

Having misunderstood
She went down to the wood

And the feathers were stuck in her vest

Beorma’s Introduction to Winter
Performances

Good people please to lend an ear
And look on us without great fear
We paint our faces as disguise
Our masters will not recognise
With dances and with revelries

We beg drink in hostelries
In old top hats and tattered gear
From the shadows we appear

So in the midst of frost and dark
We have come to set a spark

Thus is tradition kept alive
Our forebears’ dances will survive
Morris tunes we dance and play

And charm the light back to the day

A Morris Story
by Pauline Dawes of Braybrooke Morris

Dancers
On a sunny day in the Cotswolds, sitting
under the Rose Tree in the Country
Gardens of the pub called the 'Knackered
Knees', all was quiet and peaceful. 
Young Collins, who had been Hunting
Squirrels up on Idbury Hill, was drinking at
a table with Constant Billy who had
finished the Bean Setting in his Brimfield.
The Shepherds who had been gathering
Hay and Balancing the Straw sat with the
school Lollipop Man and the Nutting Girl
who had just returned all the way from
Brighton Camp. "Phew! That journey was
a real Black Joke,” she said, "I'm
quackered!"
Inside the pub William was just Getting
Upstairs with his Valentine, Nancy, for a
bit of Weobley Twizzle, catching a glimpse
of her Bonny Green Garters on the way!
Suddenly they heard a real Skirmish
downstairs.
The Vandals of Hammerwich had arrived

Poetry Corner!Poetry Corner!
What do you call a poem about arms and legs? A limberick! What do reluctant poets

write? Averse! I’ll get my coat... The poets of OM have been anything but reluctant

however, so I couldn’t help but make a feature of some of your choicest works. Enjoy,

but don’t say I didn’t warn you!
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Confessions of a Morris VConfessions of a Morris Virginirgin
(or How the Wicked Ladies of Whitethorn seduced me)

I have always been part of the Folk World. As a teenager in the late 60s, I
set out to conquer the world with my guitar (that went well!) doing
floorspots around the many folk clubs that flourished at the time. Always
fascinated by the Morris, I never had the time or opportunity to join a side,
but watched whenever I could.
Fast forward to a settled career and children being (almost) self-sufficient
and one of my daughter's school friends and her parents turned up on my
doorstep one Sunday afternoon.
I had never met Martin before, but grabbed a couple of guitars & kicked a
few songs around. It seemed to work, so it was back to the clubs as a
duo. Later on, three friends joined us and the band "Warp & Weft" was
formed.
In 2007 we arranged a Christmas Carol Concert at a local church and
Carrie, one of our singers, saw Whitethorn dancing in Watford town
centre. On the spur of the moment, she asked if they would like to dance

in the interval at our concert. They kindly agreed and helped make it a great night.
Around the same time, we found out that one of my wife's friends had danced with Whitethorn,
her parents were in Whitethorn and her husband was Squire of Woodside Morris. Naturally, we
started going to every danceout we could and it got to the stage where if we missed one, next
time we were asked why we hadn't been there!
It wasn't too long before hints were dropped about my daughter joining Whitethorn and at each
danceout, the hints got heavier and heavier. Eventually, we gave in to the inevitable and with
trepidation I fired up Dad's taxi and drove Ellie to North Harrow and the practice hall for a
"taster".
We were welcomed with open arms and it turned out that Ellie was a natural dancer. As
Whitethorn is a ladies Northwest side (and I don't do dresses!), I joined the band and now we are
at every danceout/festival we can possibly make.
An unexpected spinoff was that we were told that a new stepclog side was being formed and
would we like to join. It took Ellie all of two seconds to say yes, so Dad's taxi headed down the
M4 and the first practice with Theale Tattoo. Not having danced much (except for the occasional
ceilidh at Cecil Sharp House in my younger days) being part of Theale Tattoo has proved a real
challenge, but I'm gradually getting there.
So, thanks to the Whitethorn ladies for enticing me into the Mad Morris World. I only have one
regret - that I left it so long before becoming part of it! Pete Nutkins

and were having a vicious Lads a Bunchum
with the Beaux of London City and the Rigs
o' Marlow. Chickens were being chased
everywhere and they had managed to
Smash the Windows with all their Bobbing
Around. Glorishears, what a mess!
Banbury Bill spotted the landlady, Old
Mother Oxford, and called to Step and
Fetch Her and her husband, Morris. He had
been with his friend, Jockie, to the Fair but
they managed to get back in time to sort it
all out.
Just then there was a very loud Ring o'
Bells from the church spire. They all
stopped and at that moment who should

arrive but Highland Mary all the way from
the Banks of the Dee and glowing like a
Princess Royal. In her arms she carried
some beautiful Laudnum Bunches and
Bluebells of Scotland, much to Jenny Lind
and Mona's Delight.  "How do ye do Sir.  I
have brought all of these for the Ladies'
Pleasure," she said.  
All the men stopped fighting and shouted,
"Come Landlord Fill the Flowing Bowl until
it Doth Run Over!" Then they all went into
the pub to the Room for Cuckolds and had
a game of Postman's Knock and a pint
each of Good English Ale. Tranquillity
returned and peace reigned once more.
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Please feel free to contact your Area Rep

at any time. 

North East 
(Yorkshire, Durham, Northumberland, Teeside,

Tyne and Wear)
Malcolm Hills – associates@btinternet.com

East Midlands 
(Lincs, Notts, Derbyshire, Leics, Rutland,

Northants)
Will Nesbitt – willnesbitt.om@gmail.com

West Midlands
(Staffs, Worcs, Warwickshire, Shropshire, W

Midlands, Herefordshire)
Craig Simmonds

craigmartinsimmonds@gmail.com

Wales & North West  
(Wales, Cheshire, Lancs, Cumbria, Greater

Mancs, Merseyside)
Nicki Pickering – dr_nicki_h@hotmail.com

East Anglia
(Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs incl Peterborough)

Robin James – robin@robinjames.me.uk 

South East 
(Kent, E Sussex, Essex, W Sussex, London,

Greater London, Surrey)
John Scholey – js@danceon.org

Central 
(Oxon, Herts, Beds, Bucks, Berks)
Jenny Cox – jen@bunkfest.co.uk

South Central 
(Hampshire and Isle of Wight)

Lindsay McComb - linsch@iowasbestos.co.uk
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I hope you’ve enjoyed this edition of Dancing On! 

Massive thanks to all my contributors, including the photographers whose work appears here. 

The next edition is due out in Autumn 2017, in time for our AGM on 26th November.  I’d love to

have YOUR article in the next magazine, so please email dancingon@open-morris.org with all

your contributions!

Please note that the views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of Open Morris.

w w ww w w . o p e n - m o r r i s . o r g. o p e n - m o r r i s . o r g

needs you! needs you! 


